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01/10/2015 Thanks for the advice everyone. I did just as you
suggested and things seem to be working better now, so I'm
posting this as the answer. It appears that your answer was
incomplete (I had no idea this would be so difficult), so I'll
repost my answer and hope this answer will be of help to
others. :) Thanks! 02/09/2015 Thanks for the suggestions. I
had to reinstall Windows 8.1 to get Photoshop to work, but
I've reinstalled the Studio and it is working. I'll upload my
workflow so others can see how I use Studio. Thanks again!
01/10/2015 Thanks for the reply. So, is this a solution for
what I was having an issue with, or is there a better solution
for this? When I try to make a background for a new file,
Photoshop asks me to enter a color for the background. I do
this, but then Photoshop crashes when I try to make a new
file. Is this a known issue? I'd be happy to try any other
solutions, but I'd like to be able to use the product without
having to reinstall. Thanks! Hi again, Unfortunately I didn't
know about Photoshop Create Background or Photoshop
Camera Background. These are new options added in CS5.0.
You can still use them from CS6 (those are only. Both
programs are called: Backgrounds panel. You can find them
from: Window > Quick Access. There is also option to use
"designer background". If you use custom background, that
will be what you call in CS6. One tip: you can use a default
one (for example by selecting the image from the PS folder)
or you can set a colour for every image and change that
colour to your liking in the "backgrounds panel". 01/10/2015
Thanks again. I'll see if I can find them. 01/10/2015 You can
create a solid fill on the background of a document, or a



gradient fill on the background of a document. I have a solid
fill on the background of every document (as a default). To
make a custom background, you first create
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text file from a column in sqlite table I have a sqlite table in
which I have an autoincrementing ID column and the
associated TEXT column. Is there a way I can generate a
single row.txt file with the ID field in first column and the
TEXT column in a single row line. The TEXT column will have
some text in it. A simple example would be an output
something like this: 123|aaa 124|bbb A: I'm not sure about
sqlite in particular. However, you can create a file on the
filesystem from a command line or with a script. I'm going to
assume you're using a shell script. First, create a file with the
desired name and use a loop to iterate over the items in the
column. The script would be something like: #!/bin/bash
database=/path/to/file.db if [! -f "$database" ]; then echo



"Error: $database not found" exit 1 fi inserted_id="$(sqlite3
"$database" "SELECT id FROM table")" while read -r --
"$inserted_id"; do printf "%-2s|%-36s " "${inserted_id// /}|"
"$file" done < <(sqlite3 "$database" "SELECT column FROM
table") rm "$file" And you'd 04aeff104c
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